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The type of introduction will depend on the type of assignment, the purpose, and the text. Check that your
argument makes logical sense through the essay. Which of the following aspects of composition help makes
the claim? What is the purpose of this piece? These objects can have different shapes and scale. Soto uses
circles, spiral graffiti to make the earth look polluted. Do not add any original arguments at this stage. If it is,
that can make an interesting paper thesis. Conclusion present new idea or insight the writer has gained the
artwork during analysis. June Process of land cover mapping using TM images Land cover and land use
change detection using remote sensing and geospatial data provides baseline information for assessing the
climate change impacts on habitats and biodiversity, as well as natural resources, in the target areas. How
visual lines draw your attention to or away from the focal point. How to conclude A good conclusion should
summarize the main theme and relate back to the introduction. In particularly, the source code provides a
starting point to develop further modifications. Sometimes the reaction of the audience that first saw the piece
is very different from the reaction you might have. There are different kinds of revisions, and it is up to decide
which ones you want to use. The three general phases that all types of data have to undergo while using digital
technique are pre-processing, enhancement, and display, information extraction. Fact Claim: Is it real? How
did the audience in that historical moment view this work? The Last Voyage seeks to take its place among this
gallery of pictures and make its own mark on the viewer. Example of a good visual analysis conclusion Even
though Soto artwork represents ideal artwork about the relationship between human and environment, his
work seems to be criticizing humanity at the same time celebrating it. Present important features that make it
intriguing and how the features contribute to the overall picture effect. Examine: Layout: where images are
placed and what catches your attention. What do these mean?


